Americans and Pennsylvanians have always joined together – when the nation was first formed and in local associations bound by place, faith, and/or ethnicity ever since – to solve problems and make changes that improve their lives and communities.¹

Through unions, people join together to improve the activity on which they spend many waking hours – work – and also to achieve gains that improve their family lives, work-family balance, and community.²

The freedom of workers to join together in unions and negotiate with employers (though collective bargaining) is widely recognized as a fundamental human right across the globe. In the United States, this right is protected by the U.S. Constitution and U.S. law and is supported by most Americans.

Over 16 million working women and men in the United States exercise this right currently – the more than one in nine workers represented by unions. In Pennsylvania, unions represent more than one in every eight workers, a total of 723,000.³ These numbers make organized labor one of the largest institutions in our nation and our state.

Americans and Pennsylvanians come together in unions because they improve the lives of people and communities in simple but powerful ways.

• **Unions create the middle class and ensure a fair reward for hard work.**⁴ “Unions, the folks that brought you the weekend” says a well-known bumper sticker. In fact, unions do more than that – they created, and help maintain, the middle class. When unions are strong, incomes in the middle go up and the economy tends to grow more quickly as a result. When unions are weaker, the highest incomes go up much more and growth often lags. Today, unions raise wages by an estimated 13.2% – about $4,000 per year for someone earning around $30,000. In local industries when unions organize most of the major employers, they can have a bigger, and more transformative, impact – lifting entry-level wages from poverty levels ($8 to $10 per hour) to family sustaining ($15 per hour), for example.⁵ Unions help ensure than middle- and low-income workers enjoy health benefits and a secure retirement. They boost wages most for non-college, black and Hispanic workers.

• **Unions fight for policies that benefit all working families, boosting democracy and creating a more decent and caring state and country.** Managers, business owners, and CEOs organize to advocate for their economic interests including through local chambers and other industry groups. Unions give working people who are not executives or company owners the opportunity to get their voices heard in vital policy debates. Today, in Pennsylvania and its communities, unions are at the forefront of campaigns for a higher minimum wage and overtime threshold; family friendly labor standards (paid family and medical leave, earned sick days, and fair scheduling); and more accessible and affordable health care and higher education. In the past, workers fought for – and today work to strengthen – the basic standards that limit worker exploitation (child labor laws, health and safety laws, the 40-hour work week, anti-discrimination laws, etc.); and the pillars of middle-class economic security – Social
Security, Medicare, and unemployment insurance. Many of the public policies for which unions fight benefit many more people who don’t belong to unions than they do union members.

- **Unions can transform today’s “new economy” just as they did the old, manufacturing economy.** Some people associate unions with manufacturing and the “old economy” and see them as an anachronism. In fact, workers joining together to form unions are our best – likely our only – shot at creating an equitable new economy. Workers and their unions are further along in the effort to reposition themselves to grow again than is widely recognized. Unions already represent a higher share of workers in education, health services, and information – as well as transportation, utility, and construction – than in manufacturing. Unions represent workers in almost every part of the new economy, including television writers, digital journalists, and other arts workers; graduate students and adjunct faculty; professional and technical workers; and child-care professionals and home-health-care workers. In a growing number of service and other industries in which employers cannot easily relocate because they have to remain near the customer – most jobs today – unions can lift wages 50% or more once they represent most workers in a local market. Change of this magnitude can transform jobs from low-wage to middle-class or middle-class to even better, just as unions transformed manufacturing jobs from bad to good in the 1930s and 1940s. In many cases, high levels of union representation in a local industry also opens the door to partnership with employers on training, career ladders, and performance improvement, a foundation for a more productive economy as well as one that is more just.

**Unions’ declining share of the workforce – and the Janus case – stem from a long-term attack on workers and their freedom to join together.** Unions have declined as a share of the workforce not because of a shift away from sectors in which workers need or want unions. Almost half (48%) of workers polled say they’d vote to create a union in their workplace tomorrow if they got a chance. Because unions give workers and working families power, they are opposed by corporate interests and policymakers representing the highest-earning 1%. At individual private employers, this opposition takes the form of legal and illegal intimidation when workers do attempt to form a union. In public policy and the courts at the state and national level, corporations and representative of the anti-union 1% have sought to strangle unions financially by eliminating any requirements that workers represented by and benefiting from a union contribute to it financially. Next week’s Supreme Court oral hearing is the latest legal effort to weaken unions financially. In Janus v. AFSCME, plaintiffs seek to reverse a 40-year-old precedent which established that requiring non-members to pay “fair-share” fees does not violate the First Amendment.

The future of workers’ freedom to join together in unions is vital to the future of the country. A lot hinges on how the media, policymakers, and the public interpret the Janus case and the broader debate it will trigger about the importance of labor unions. The evidence above suggests that labor unions, and the protection of workers’ freedom to join together into unions, are vital to the preservation of an American economy and politics that honors widely shared values – the idea of fair reward for hard work, the American Dream of widespread mobility, the belief in a democracy responsive to ordinary people and the common good. When it comes to solutions to economic inequality, no other ideas put forward in past 35 years by social scientists and policymakers would have a big impact on inequality – not investing in education from cradle to grave (a good thing that would have limited impact on equity), not raising the minimum wage (a good thing but not powerful enough to reshape the middle of the job market), not changing trade and immigration policy (both likely to have small direct impacts on equity). When it comes to making our economy and politics less rigged to benefit the 1%, restoring workers’ real freedom to join together in a union – free from employer intimidation and on a broad-enough (i.e., multi-employer) basis to influence area wage and benefit standards – is the only game in town.
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